Looking for a way to help your team members or your community better understand each other?

Hosting a Public Scholars Project program enriches any group by creating a meaningful shared experience.

What is the Public Scholars Project (PSP)?

The PSP is a humanities-to-go program that allows individuals to explore a topic with guidance from a humanities scholar. This initiative is a cost effective and innovative offering that prompts engaging discussions during 1 to 2 hour programs.

Topics involving Identity & Differences, Arts & Culture, Experiences that Bind Us, and other humanities subjects will deepen audiences’ awareness of themselves and others in a significant way. Explore the full catalogue at njhumanities.org.

Why choose PSP?

» sparks interesting conversation
» encourages critical thinking
» connects group members through a shared experience
» helps participants deepen understanding of communication, diversity, empathy, and more

PSP Program Cost: $500.00

Special subsidies are available for nonprofit and government entities. More information is available at njhumanities.org.

BRING AN INTERACTIVE PROGRAM TO YOUR ORGANIZATION!

NJCH is a state partner of the National Endowment for the Humanities.